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DESCRIPTION
The process and processes by which viruses infect their target 
hosts and occasionally at the cellular or molecular level are the 
subject of the research of viral pathogenesis. The process by 
which an initial infection results in sickness is referred to as 
pathogenesis. The effects of viral replication on the host and the 
following immunological response of the host to the virus are 
referred to as viral illness. A virus's ability to infect, propagate 
throughout the body, and reproduce is determined by its 
virulence. Virulence factors, which are cellular components, 
chemical components, and regulatory processes that enable 
microbial pathogens including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and 
protozoa to feed on the host, are used by these pathogens. The 
process and processes by which viruses infect their target hosts 
and frequently at the cellular or molecular level are the subject of 
the research of viral pathogenesis. The process by which an initial 
infection results in sickness is referred to as pathogenesis. The 
effects of viral replication on the host and the following 
immunological response of the host to the virus are referred to as 
viral illness. A virus's ability to infect, propagate throughout the 
body, and reproduce is determined by its virulence. Virulence 
factors, which are cellular components, chemical components, 
and regulatory processes that enable microbial pathogens 
including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and protozoa to feed on the 
host, are used by these pathogens. Many factors can affect 
pathogenesis. The pathogenicity of the invading virus is one of 
these parameters. The virus must get through a number of host 
inhibitory factors in order to cause sickness. Things like distance, 
physical obstacles, and host defences are examples of inhibitory 
effects. The hereditary factors that determine the inhibitory 
effects mean that they can differ from person to person. The 
three primary overarching elements that influence viral illnesses 
are virus factors, host factors, and virus tropism. 

A virus's affinity for particular cell types within an organ for 
replication is referred to as virus tropism. In most cases, tropism 
is determined by the ability of viral surface proteins to bind or 
fuse with surface receptors of particular target cells to establish 
infection. Hence, viral surface protein binding specificity is  a key

component of virus pathogenicity since it influences tropism as 
well as the death of particular cell types. Co-receptors are 
occasionally necessary in addition to the viral proteins attaching 
to biological receptors on host cells to start an infection. In 
addition to cellular receptors, other intracellular factors, such as 
tissue-specific transcription factors, can affect viral tropism. The 
virus's capacity to enter host tissues and organs affects tropism as 
well. Accessibility is impacted by physical barriers including bile, 
digestive enzymes, and acidic surroundings. For instance, 
enteroviruses thrive in the colon because they can withstand the 
bile, digestive enzymes, and acidic conditions there. Viral 
genetics encoding viral components will determine the level of 
viral pathogenicity. In order to compare the quantitative level of 
pathology among viruses, this is measured as virulence. In other 
words, various virus strains can have varied levels of virulence 
depending on the virus components they contain, which can be 
utilised to study the pathogenesis of viral variants with variable 
levels of virulence. The virulence determinant of structural or 
non-structural proteins and non-coding sequences, virus genetics, 
has a significant impact on virus constituents. In order to 
successfully penetrate physical defences and adapt host regulation 
of virus replication, a virus must encode distinct virus 
components in its genome.

Viruses have developed a variety of immunomodulation 
strategies to control their hosts' immunological reactions. 
Homologs of host cytokines as well as decoy receptors for 
cytokines and chemokines produced during the host immune 
response are frequently encoded by viruses. Viruses that can 
control the host cell response to infection in order to evade the 
immune system are therefore more hazardous.

Host factors are crucial in the pathogenesis of viruses. Based 
only on host characteristics, several viral infections have 
displayed a wide range of symptoms, from asymptomatic 
to symptomatic or even severe infection. In particular, 
age, immunocompetence, and genetic factors are crucial in 
deciding whether the host is able to control the viral infection.
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